Pulltarps® Bunker Covers
Open 9000MB & Open 9000EB Systems

A Versatile Design that fits most Storage Bins

- Open housing
- Superior strength
- Easy to install

Complies with Local & Federal Storm Water Runoff Regulations.

Pulltarps® Bunker Covers
Semi-Automatic (MB) and Automatic (EB) Bunkers are ground operated by a single person and NO lifting heavy tarps. No regular maintenance needed and the tarp is stored neatly when not in use. Custom tarps are made to seal on bunker sides. Give our customer service team a call at 1.877.861.6265 for more information.

SAFE FLEET
Driving Safety Forward™
Open 9000MB & EB Systems

Open Housing with Ratchet or Electric Motor
Powder Coated End Plates and Galvanized Roller Tube fits bunker sizes with a maximum width of 183” or 288”. (Can fit up to 28’ in length, depending on specifications.)

18 oz. Vinyl Fabric Lasts For Years

- 18oz. Vinyl is Waterproof
- Grommets Every 3 Feet
- Seamless, Full-Width Tarps
- Reinforced with Webbing Along the Length of Each Side

Open 9000 MB Shown
Tarp Priced Separately

18 oz. Vinyl

(183”) .................................................... Part # 105-1830
(288”) .................................................... Part # 105-2880